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Abstract—5G calls for a network architecture that ensures
ultraresponsive and ultrareliable communication links, in addi-
tion to the high degree of flexibility and customization required
by different vertical sectors. The novel concept called local
5G networks enables a versatile set of stakeholders to oper-
ate 5G networks within their premises with guaranteed qual-
ity and reliability to complement mobile network operators’
(MNOs) offerings. This article proposes a descriptive architec-
ture for a local 5G operator which provides user specific and
location-specific services in a spatially confined environment, i.e.,
industrial Internet environment. In addition to that, the article
proposes hybrid architecture options where both the local 5G
operator and MNO collaboratively contribute to establish the
core network to cater to such communications. The architecture
is discussed in terms of network functions (NFs) and the opera-
tional units which entail the core and radio access networks in
a smart factory environment which supports Industry 4.0 stan-
dards. Moreover, to realize the conceptual design, the article
provides simulation results for the latency measurements of the
proposed architecture options with respect to an augmented real-
ity (AR), massive wireless sensor networks, and mobile robots use
cases. Thereby the article discusses the benefits of deploying core
NFs locally to cater to specialized user requirements, rather than
continuing with the conventional approach where only MNOs can
deploy cellular networks.

Index Terms—5G, architecture, augmented reality (AR), indus-
trial Internet, Industry 4.0, local 5G networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE LANDSCAPE of mobile communication service
requirements is rapidly changing with the proliferation

of digitization technologies. Consequently, in the future, more
emphasis needs to be placed on location-specific services in
different vertical sectors, such as automotive, health, energy,
industry, and media [1]. Hospitals, shopping malls, smart
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cities, factories, and universities are identified as some of
the common locations, which are heavily benefited by these
location-specific services. Location-specific requirements stip-
ulate high demands on reliability, high data rates, low-latency,
privacy, and security. The key focus of the future 5G wire-
less systems is to serve such case specific requirements along
with the provisioning of the traditional mobile broadband
services [2]. These case specific and localized requirements
are expanding beyond the current capabilities of the traditional
mobile network operators’ (MNOs) whose services are often
designed to serve masses. To serve the location-specific future
communication requirements, the need for establishing local
5G networks is evident. In speeding up local service delivery
with 5G networks, the present mobile communication mar-
ket needs to be opened for local 5G networks deployed by
different stakeholders such as recently proposed in the micro
operator (uO) concept [3].

Unlike the traditional MNOs with wide area coverage,
uOs are local operators who intend to offer case specific
and location-specific services through locally deployed 5G
networks [4], [5]. Therefore, the system architecture for a local
5G operator (L5GO) should be carefully designed in such a
way that it enables efficient and reliable local service deliv-
eries. The local operator must deliver 5G services and the
system architecture of an L5GO must contain the network
functions (NFs) defined by the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP). Since these L5GOs provide tailored services,
the system architecture and its specific deployment may also
depend on the use case.

A. Our Contribution

Besides the novelty of the L5GO concept, very few efforts
have been taken to define the system architecture for an L5GO.
A network architecture for emerging 5G uO, which serves one
use case [i.e., augmented reality (AR)] in a smart factory envi-
ronment has been proposed [6]. This article extends the work
for two other industrial use cases called massive wireless sen-
sor networks (WSNs) and mobile robots [7]. The proposed
architecture comprises 5G NFs and the operational units which
entail the core and the access networks (ANs) to serve the
communications of the use cases. Apart from defining a pure
local architecture, this article considers different variants of
hybrid architectures where both L5GO and MNO collabora-
tively deploy NFs to establish the core network. To realize the
conceptual design and present the simulation results, the arti-
cle compares three network deployment models for a factory,
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Fig. 1. Service-based representation of 5G architecture [12].

first being served solely by an L5GO, second being served by
a traditional MNO, and third being served by an operator hav-
ing a hybrid architecture. In a hybrid architecture, certain core
NFs are deployed locally while other core NFs are deployed
by MNO. Based on the simulation results, the article discusses
the benefits of deploying the core NFs closer to user locations
to serve specialized user requirements, rather than continuing
with the traditional MNO driven approach.

B. Article Organization

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II describes the related work on 5G architec-
ture, L5GOs, Industry 4.0, and network slicing. Section III
describes the selected industrial use cases and Section IV
explains the proposed architecture for L5GO which serves the
industrial use cases. Section V illustrates the different archi-
tectural options and different algorithms used in deriving those
architectural options. Section VI explains the approach to sim-
ulations and presents the key parameters. Section VII discusses
the simulation results for a typical MNO setting and proposed
local and hybrid architectures. Finally, Section VIII concludes
this article with the future research directions.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Future 5G Networks and 5G Network Architecture

5G will be a paradigm shift from present wireless com-
munication technologies and it will also be highly integrative
to provide universal high-rate coverage and a seamless user
experience [8]. Key characteristics of 5G wireless systems
are identified as extremely high data rates, ultrareliability, and
low-latency, and massive communication between devices [9].
Three main 5G service classes are defined as enhanced mobile
broadband (eMBB), ultrareliable and low-latency communi-
cation (URLLC) and massive machine-type communication
(mMTC), [10], [11]. Based on the communication needs of
different verticals, future 5G operators must possess the capa-
bility of providing case specific services in addition to the
present generic communications services [1].

3GPP has released the specifications for 5G system architec-
ture [12] and the network architecture of an L5GO should also
include the same NFs defined in generic 5G architecture [3].
Instead of the network elements defined in evolved packet core
(EPC) in 4G systems, software-defined networking (SDN) [13]

Fig. 2. Reference point representation of 5G architecture [12].

and network function virtualization (NFV) are involved in cre-
ating NFs in 5G systems architecture. NFs can be implemented
on a dedicated hardware or as a software instance on a dedi-
cated hardware or as a virtualized function instantiated on an
appropriate platform such as a cloud. The concept of NFs has
led operators to add flexibility over the functionality of the
underlying physical infrastructure of the 5G network. 3GPP
specifications represent the 5G architecture in two ways.

1) Service-based representation shows how NFs within the
control plane enable other authorized NFs to access their
services, as in Fig. 1.

2) Reference point representation shows the point-to-point
interaction existing between two NFs, as depicted in
Fig. 2.

B. Local 5G Networks

Currently, local 5G networks are gaining increased attention
because the mobile communication market can be expanded
to new stakeholders by allowing them to deploy local 5G
networks to complement conventional MNOs. These L5GOs,
such as uOs, are expected to provide tailored 5G services
and fulfill case specific and versatile local wireless commu-
nication needs with extremely low-latency [3]. An L5GO can
respond rapidly to future communication requirements than
an MNO as it provides case specific, location-specific needs
while MNO’s main focus is to serve masses [14]. Moreover,
it will be operationally difficult for an MNO to use existing
macro cells to serve these requirements because most of the
traffic will be originated from indoors. L5GOs have a flexible
design in which they can operate a closed network to serve its
own customers, an open network to offer its services to other
MNO’s customers, or a mix of both. Key regulatory elements
and the techno economic aspects related to the uOs are dis-
cussed in [4]. Business model options for local 5G uOs and the
different network deployment options are discussed in [14].

C. Industrial Internet

Industry 4.0 or smart factory environment is one particu-
lar location which will be highly benefited by the services
of L5GOs. Industry 4.0 refers to the advancement of the
present industries into the next generation [15], [16]. It aims
to interconnect the devices inside the factories, make them
smart by adding more intelligence into the device, and ulti-
mately resulting in improved adaptability, resource efficiency,
and the supply and demand process between factories [17]. In
industrial environments, machine-to-machine (M2M) commu-
nication plays a critical role, especially with the deployment
of sensor networks and automated guided vehicles (AGVs).



TABLE I
INDUSTRY 4.0 USE CASES

WSNs in current industries are moving toward industrial wire-
less networks because of the low-latency, high mobility, and
high capacity requirements in the future industries [18]. A
study report has been released by 3GPP focusing on typi-
cal use cases in Industry 4.0, such as motion control, mobile
robots, AR, and massive WSNs [7].

D. Network Slicing

Use cases of future 5G communications will demand diverse
and extreme requirements [19]. Serving the needs of these
diverse requirements using a monolithic network infrastructure
will not be efficient, therefore the need for flexible and scal-
able networks to serve these requirements is a must. Moreover,
having such flexible and scalable networks will make the intro-
duction of new services much easier. This can be achieved
using network slicing.

Network slicing subdivides a network into logically isolated
subnetworks. These logical networks enable different types
of communications on a common infrastructure [20]. With
network slicing, network usage can be optimized by serv-
ing different types of communications via different slices than
serving them with just one network. 3GPP introduces three
management functions for creating and managing network
slices in 5G networks called communication service manage-
ment function (CSMF), network slice management function
(NSMF), and network slice subnet management function
(NSSMF) [21], [22].

1) CSMF: Responsible for translating communication
service-related requirements to network slice-related
requirements.

2) NSMF: Derive network slice subnet-related requirements
from network slice-related requirements and, responsi-
ble for management and orchestration of network slice
instances (NSIs).

3) NSSMF: Responsible for management and orchestration
of network slice subnet instances (NSSIs).

In addition to the slice management functions, 3GPP intro-
duces network slice selection function (NSSF) to select the
appropriate network slice for a given communication.

III. USE CASES

3GPP study on communication for automation in vertical
domains [7] describes a number of use cases for factories of
the future. To define the network architecture of the L5GO,
we consider three use cases from the 3GPP study which will
frequently be seen in future industrial environments. The use
cases are selected in a way that they cover all three generic 5G
services, i.e., eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC. The selected use
cases are AR, massive WSNs, and mobile robots as outlined
in Table I.

Fig. 3. AR system model with offloaded processing [7].

As with any IoT device, power management of the deivces
is a critical concern for these use cases, especially at the smart
factory environments where massive number of such devices
will be used. L5GO deployments will primarily be built with
small cell ultradense networks (UDNs), hence the user devices
are in close proximity to the base station. This helps to reduce
the transmit power of the devices, such as AR devices, sen-
sors, and mobile robots. Terminal devices such as wearable
AR devices may not be able to perform complex process-
ing within the device, thus requiring computational offloading.
The improved coverage provided by UDN will support high
throughput transmissions required by the use case for offload-
ing so that the devices only perform mandatory processing,
leading to extended the battery life of the devices.

A. Augmented Reality

In the AR use case, factory workers are supported by AR
devices used to identify production flaws, obtain step by step
guidance to carry out predefined tasks, obtain support from
the supervisors. In this context, AR devices should be highly
energy efficient and lightweight. This requires AR devices to
carry out minimal processing and more intensive tasks to be
offloaded to a separate image processing server located inside
the factory. Typical communication between AR device and
the image processing server of an Industry 4.0 AR network is
depicted in Fig. 3.

AR device takes the images and transmits them to the image
processing server. Server then performs the processing of the
images and sends the augmentations back to AR device to
display. The video transfer from the AR device to the image
processing server needs the 5G system to support higher band-
width. Moreover, 5G system supporting this communication
should be able to provide an end-to-end (E2E) latency of less
than 10 ms for one-way communication with a 99.9% success
of frame delivery [7]. A typical AR network along with the
core and ANs of the served operator is depicted in Fig. 4.

B. Massive Wireless Sensor Networks

Massive WSNs will be used for monitoring the working
environment in future industrial environments. Sensors mon-
itor various types of parameters, such as pressure, humidity,
temperature, CO2, and sound. The main purposes of having
a sensor network is to monitor the environment, detect mal-
functions in the surrounding, take appropriate actions by a
decision-making entity so that the effect of the malfunction
is mitigated. As an example, when an anomaly of the room
temperature is detected, a machine can be triggered to its



Fig. 4. AR network with terminal devices and the AR server.

Fig. 5. WSN with management and controlling servers.

emergency stop. Placement of the monitoring function is a
key design aspect of sensor networks that directly affects the
latency. In case of less computationally complex sensor nodes,
this functionality can be placed in a central cloud server. At the
same time, the functionality can be placed inside the factory
environment to support low-latency requirements. A typical
industrial WSN along with the core and ANs of the served
operator is depicted in Fig. 5.

In our study, we consider that the sensors are transmitting
the sensed data to a centralized management server, which
decides any controlling action based on the sensed values.
Management server then instructs the controlling entity and the
controlling entity takes the appropriate mitigating action. The
latency required for event-based condition monitoring such as
detecting a high temperature inside the factory premises is
from 50 ms to 1 s. Interval-based condition monitoring, such as
humidity measurements taken every 1 h also requires latency
varying from 50 ms to 1 s. The highest priority is given for
condition monitoring for safety, needs the action to be taken
within 5–10 ms [7].

C. Mobile Robots

In future industrial environments, mobile robots, such as
AGVs, will be used in numerous applications and will play
an extremely important role. These robots can be programmed
to execute multiple operations fulfilling number of tasks, such

Fig. 6. Mobile robots controlled by a guidance control server.

as transporting goods and providing assistance to workers (col-
laborative robots or cobots). These robots can sense and react
with their environment, therefore they operate more intelli-
gently than the traditional machines programmed to move
along the predefined paths.

For the proper operation of mobile robots in an industrial
environment, they should be monitored and controlled by a
guidance control system. This will avoid collisions between
robots, assign driving jobs, and manage the traffic of mobile
robots. In a smart factory environment, robots can guide them-
selves using their own sensors, such as cameras and lasers. In
our study, we consider the robots and the guidance controller
are connected to each other using 5G. Fig. 6 depicts the
connectivity between the robots and the guidance control
server.

Communications of mobile robots can be categorized into
three main cases based on the fact that who is communicat-
ing with whom [7]. They are, communication between mobile
robots and guidance control system, communication between
mobile robots, and communication between mobile robots and
peripheral facilities. Very stringent latency is a key require-
ment for mobile robots operating in an industrial environment.
A cycle time of 1–10 ms is required for machine control, 10–
50 ms for cooperative driving of robots, 10–100 ms for video
operated remote control, and 40–500 ms for standard mobile
robot operation [7].

IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

A local 5G network covering the factory could be used
to address the needs of the three use cases. This local 5G
network should comprise architectural components inherited
from generic 5G systems architecture. The concept of locally
deploying the network provides flexibility over the selection
of architectural components and the location where the core
network is hosted. For a low-latency requirement, the desir-
able implementation is to have the core network within the
factory premises itself, but not mandatory.

In our study, we define the architectural components needed
in the core network to serve each use case separately and then
derive the final architecture which simultaneously serves all
three use cases.



Fig. 7. Message sequence chart for AR device registration procedure.

A. Network Architecture for AR Communication

Generally, AR use case requires the 5G system to facilitate
the following three steps of communications.

1) Registering the AR devices into the network.
2) Establishing data session between the AR device and

image processing server.
3) Data transfer between AR device and image processing

server.
Architectural components needed for completing above

steps can be identified based on the message transfer between
each element in 5G system, including AR device, next gener-
ation NodeB (gNB), and core NFs.

1) Device Registration: We define the registration proce-
dure for AR device based on 3GPP specifications [23]. Fig. 7
illustrates the message sequence between the entities in the
architecture. AR device initiates the registration process by
sending registration request to gNB. gNB forwards the request
to AMF. After that, AMF and AR device exchange the iden-
tity request and response messages. In the next step, AMF
contacts AUSF for the device authentication. AUSF facilitates
the authentication after contacting UDM and retrieving the
authentication data. Once the authentication data is received
from UDM, AUSF sends the authentication response to AUSF.
Identity request/response messages are exchanged between
AMF and the AR device again. After the identity verifica-
tion, AMF then works with PCF for the policy association for
the AR device. Once the policy association is successful, AMF
sends an update to SMF informing the session context. AMF
also sends the registration accept message to the AR device
and the device then sends the registration complete message
to AMF concluding the registration process.

Fig. 8. Message sequence chart for session establishment between the AR
device and the server.

2) Session Establishment: After completing the registration
process, AR device has to establish a data session with the
image processing server to enable continuous data transfer.
We define the protocol data unit (PDU) session establish-
ment procedure between AR device and the image processing
server based on 3GPP specifications [23]. Fig. 8 illustrates
the message sequence required for PDU session establishment
process.

Here, AR device initiates the process by sending PDU ses-
sion establishment request to AMF via gNB. AMF then sends
a request for a new session creation to SMF. In the next
step, SMF registers with UDM, subsequently UDM stores
data related to the session. After that, SMF sends the response
to AMF. Then, PDU session authentication/authorization pro-
cess occurs by exchanging messages between AR device,
gNB, AMF, SMF, UPF, and server. Once this step is com-
pleted, SMF works with PCF for policy association for the
session. Then UPF and SMF exchange the session estab-
lishment/modification request and the respective response.
Message transfer from SMF to AMF allows AMF to know
which access toward the AR device to use. AMF then sends
the PDU session ID information to gNB so that gNB can
work with AR device for the gNB specific resource setup.
After that gNB sends the acknowledgment for the PDU session
request to AMF. Based on that, AMF sends request regard-
ing PDU session update to SMF. SMF then requests UPF for
session modification. Once SMF received the response from
UPF, SMF finally sends the response for PDU Session update
to AMF completing the PDU session establishment process.



Fig. 9. Architectural components of L5GO to serve the AR use case.

3) Data Transfer: After successful completion of above
steps, AR device can send a continuous data stream to the
server and retrieve the augmentations sent by the server, so
that the device can overlay them on the camera view. Entities
involved in this data transfer process are AR device, gNB,
UPF, and the server. Based on the above steps, 5G NFs needed
to serve the AR use case can be identified to derive the uO
architecture depicted in Fig. 9.

NFs that are not used in the architecture are network
exposure function (NEF) which handles the masking of
network and user sensitive information to external applica-
tion function’s (AFs) according to the network policy, network
repository function (NRF), and AF.

B. Network Architecture for Massive Wireless
Sensor Networks

The following steps of communications should be supported
by 5G network operator to serve the massive WSNs use case.

1) Registering the sensors, actuators, and servers into the
5G network.

2) In case of anomaly, establishing data connectivity from
the sensor devices to the alarm management server.

3) Transfer the data related to anomaly from sensor to the
management server.

4) Session establishment between the management server
and the controlling instance.

5) Data transfer from management server to the controlling
server.

6) Session establishment between the controlling server and
the actuator.

7) Taking appropriate action on the actuator by transferring
action-related data to the actuator.

We define the message sequence for the sensor network
communication scenario using 3GPP specifications [23].
Fig. 10 illustrates the message sequence diagram for a typ-
ical sensor network communication. The registration process
uses the comprehensive message sequence illustrated in Fig. 7,
where the terminal devices in this case being the sensors,
machines, or servers. Then, the sensor detects and abnor-
mal behavior and communicates it to the alarm management
server. For this to happen, the sensor requires a PDU ses-
sion to be established with the alarm management server.
This happens according to the message sequence illustrated
in Fig. 8, while sensor being the initiator in this case. Once
the PDU session is established, sensor transfers the data to the
alarm management server. The server then analyzes the sever-
ity of the anomaly and establishes a PDU connection with
the controlling server, again using a similar message sequence

Fig. 10. Message sequence chart for emergency action based on sensor
detection.

Fig. 11. Architectural components of L5GO to serve the massive WSNs use
case.

illustrated in Fig. 8. Once this is done, the alarm manage-
ment server successfully transfers the data to the controlling
server. The controlling server decides which action to take
on which machine by processing the received data. Then, the
controlling server establishes a PDU session with the relevant
machine. Next, controlling server transfers the data to the rele-
vant machine completing the communication process. Relevant
action will be executed on the machine after this process. The
action could be an emergency stop of a machine, decreasing or
increasing temperature of an air conditioner, sound an alarm.

Using the message sequence depicted in Fig. 10, we
designed the architecture for the L5GO catering to the needs
of sensor network communication. For the device registration
process AN, AMF, PCF, AUSF, and UDM NFs are needed. For
the PDU session establishment process AN, AMF, UPF, SMF,
PCF, and UDM NFs are needed. For the data transfer process
AN and UPF NFs are used. Therefore, the architecture should
comprise all the above-mentioned NFs to support the commu-
nication. Hence, we can use network architecture depicted in
Fig. 11 to support the sensor network communication, which
is similar to the one we used for AR communication.

C. Network Architecture for Mobile Robots

With the increased usage of mobile robots in future
factories, the robots themselves should have the ability to take
decisions on their own by analyzing the data they receive from



Fig. 12. Message sequence chart for handover procedure of robots.

the sensors in the environment, the data they receive from the
other robots and the data they receive from the guidance con-
trol system. The following communication steps will be seen
in Industry 4.0 mobile robots use case.

1) Registering the environment sensors, mobile robots, and
server to the 5G network.

2) Establishing data connectivity between elements, such
as mobile robots, guidance control server, and sensors.

3) Robots’ regular operation which includes data transfer
between different elements.

4) Perform handovers due to the mobility of robots.
Regular operations of mobile robots require registration

in the 5G network and become the network elements of
5G, establishing PDU session between the relevant devices,
data transfer between the devices, and seamless mobility. We
already identified the NFs needed for registration and session
establishment under previous two use cases in Figs. 7 and 8.
Hence, in this case also, it is mandatory to have AN, AMF,
PCF, AUSF, UDM, UPF, and SMF.

We define the message sequence for seamless mobility based
on the handover process in 3GPP specifications [23] as depicted
in Fig. 12. The handover process execution is initiated by the
source gNB forwarding the data to the target gNB. Target gNB
then sends path switch request to AMF. Once AMF receives
the path switch request, AMF sends a session update request
to SMF and then SMF sends the session modification request
to UPF. UPF then sends the session modification response
back to SMF. In the meantime, UPF sends the end marker
packets to source gNB and it also sends the downlink packets
to mobile robot via target gNB. After that SMF sends the PDU
session update response to AMF, and AMF then acknowledges

Fig. 13. Architectural components of L5GO to serve the mobile robots use
case.

Fig. 14. Proposed architecture of L5GO with three network slices.

the path switch request to target gNB. Then the target gNB
sends release resources message to source gNB completing the
handover process. Therefore, the mandatory NFs to cater to
handover process are AN, AMF, SMF, and UPF. Hence, we
can use the network architecture depicted in Fig. 13 to support
the communication of mobile robots.

D. Consolidated Architecture

When L5GO uses three network slices to cater to the three
use cases, it must create network slices before any actual com-
munication happens over a selected slice. To simultaneously
cater to AR, massive WSN, and mobile robots use cases, the
L5GO needs to create NSIs before the communication begins.
To create the network slices, three NSMFs CSMF, NSMF, and
NSSMF should also be there in the architecture of L5GO.
These three NFs allow the communication service require-
ments to be translated to network slice requirements, and then
those network slice requirements to be translated to network
slice subnet requirements and ultimately the network slice sub-
nets can be created. These network slice subnets are then used
to create the NSIs.

Apart from that, the best fitting slice must be selected before
the communication begins. This is done by NSSF, which is an
obligatory element in the architecture of L5GO which supports
communication over multiple network slices. Combining these
concepts, final architectural components to support AR, mas-
sive WSN, and mobile robots use cases can be derived. Fig. 14
depicts the derived architectural components for L5GO.

V. ARCHITECTURAL OPTIONS

In our architecture, we consider that the factory owns all the
end devices, such as AR devices, sensors, robots, and servers.
All of them are located within factory premises. It is assumed



Fig. 15. Architectural options. (a) Pure L5GO. (b) MNO. (c) Hybrid.

that the servers are located in a different cell site within the
factory premises away from other end devices. We consider
several architectural options for the 5G network operator(s)
who serve the communication needs of the use cases.

A. Pure Local Architecture

First one is the pure local architecture where all NFs are
deployed by the L5GO inside the factory premises. This
includes both the core network and the AN. This is direct
use of the proposed architecture in Section IV. The archi-
tecture comprising the core network of L5GO, AN, backhaul
connectivity, and the terminal devices is depicted in Fig. 15(a).

B. MNO Architecture

Second, we consider the MNO architecture where all core
NFs are deployed by MNO and located outside the factory
premises at a given distance. The backhaul connects the fac-
tory location and the core network location of the MNO. This
is depicted in Fig. 15(b).

C. Hybrid Architecture

Finally, we consider hybrid architecture options where the
5G communication network is collaboratively deployed by
both L5GO and MNO as depicted in Fig. 15(c). Both L5GO
and MNO serve the factory communications using their core
networks. A set of NFs are provided by L5GO and the remain-
ing NFs belong to MNO. We consider that L5GO is limited in
resources and can have only a limited number of NFs deployed
at a given time instant. Assuming L5GO is the operator with
the highest priority, the first M NFs needed in the commu-
nication are deployed by L5GO which is located on factory
premises and all the remaining NFs are deployed by MNO.
Here, M is the number of NFs deployed at L5GO. Therefore,
the communication may also need the involvement of NFs
deployed by MNO based on the value of M. It is evident
that the hybrid architecture approaches the MNO architecture
when M = 0 and it approaches pure local architecture when
M = Mmax. If 0 < M < Mmax, then it becomes a hybrid archi-
tecture and in that case, messages between core NFs may also
utilize the backbone network to travel from L5GO to MNO
and vice versa, incurring a higher latency.

Algorithm 1: FCFS NF Placement
Result: Order of NFs to be deployed at L5GO
Procedure List = {reg, ses, dat, hnd};
for Proc in Procedure List do

for each Message in Proc do
Identify NF needed for the Message transfer;
if NF is already identified then

Discard NF and move to next Message;
end

end
end

We consider different design approaches for these hybrid
architecture deployments based on the idea of which NFs
are provided by which operator. One of our architecture
design approaches is based on NF placement algorithms
proposed in [24], which is first-come–first-served (FCFS)-
based allocation by L5GO. Second, we consider most common
NFs at L5GO (MCNF) and our third approach is operator
policy-based placement (OPBP) of NFs. Finally, we con-
sider a predictive placement (PP) algorithm similar to the one
proposed in [25].

1) First-Come–First-Served Algorithm: In this design
approach, outlined in Algorithm 1, NFs are deployed at L5GO
using the basis of when they are first used. If a certain
communication happens first, then the NFs needed for the
communication are deployed first. Based on the value of M,
number of NFs deployed at L5GO is decided and the remain-
ing NFs are deployed at MNO. The communication procedures
involve the device registration procedure (reg), session estab-
lishment procedure (ses), data transfer (dat), and handover
procedure (hnd). Each procedure contains multiple message
transfers and each message has to be considered to iden-
tify the NFs needed for communications. As an example,
the device registration usually happens first, therefore NFs
needed for message transfers in registration procedure will be
deployed first.

2) Most Common NFs at L5GO: In the second design
approach, outlined in Algorithm 2, we place the most common



Algorithm 2: MCNF Placement
Result: Order of NFs to be deployed at L5GO
Procedure List = {reg, ses, dat, hnd};
for Proc in Procedure List do

for each Message in Proc do
Calculate Instance Count against each NF;

end
end
Arrange Instance Count in Descending order;
Define Order of NFs;

Algorithm 3: PP of NFs
Result: Order of NFs to be deployed at L5GO
NF List = {UPF, AMF, SMF, UDM, PCF, AUSF};
M = 1, Mmax = NF count in NF List;
for M < Mmax do

for each NF in NF List do
Calculate avg. Latency using past Data;
Find NF with Latencymin;

end
Identify Mth NF to Deploy using Latencymin;
Remove NF with Latencymin from NF List;

end

NFs to all use cases in L5GO core network while placing
the remaining NFs in MNO core network, irrespective of the
amount traffic flow. This is decided after considering the mes-
sage sequence charts for all use cases. As an example for
M = 1, the most common NF is SMF and it is deployed
by L5GO and other NFs are deployed by MNO. When the
number M increases, more NF will be deployed by L5GO.

3) Operator Policy-Based Placement: In the third
algorithm, we consider the placement of NFs solely
based on network operator policies. This means that the
decision on where to deploy each NF is taken by the operator
based on the external facts. For example, MNO may decide
that certain core NFs should not be deployed outside MNO
premises due to security reasons. Another example could
be to deploy most heavily loaded NFs locally to reduce
congestion at the infrastructure links and the MNO core
network. Deployment cost of NFs at different places would
also be another factor. In the policy-based architecture, we
take that the first NF to be deployed at L5GO is UPF because
it is the most used NF while AMF and SMF are deployed
as the last option because MNO prefers centralized control
functions. Then, we take UDM, PCF, and AUSF based on
their usage. Hence, in our policy-based algorithm the order
of NFs would be UPF, UDM, PCF, AUSF, AMF, and SMF.

4) Predictive Placement Algorithm: In the PP depicted in
Algorithm 3, we consider a given period and for that period we
identify the past usage of the NFs. The period could be hours,
days, or even a longer duration. Based on the history data, PP
algorithm allocates NFs to L5GO in such a way that mini-
mum latency is achieved with the minimum number of NFs at
L5GO. This algorithm considers the usage of a particular NF

Fig. 16. Deployment model for pure local operator serving the factory use
cases.

Fig. 17. MNO’s service for N factories having the three use case.

as well as the frequent interactions between NFs to come up
with an optimized result. This way, most of the traffic toward
the core network is handled by the L5GO ensuring less traffic
transfer to the core network of MNO. The allocation is rede-
fined after every period and the present usage records can be
used in the algorithm to take decisions for future days.

VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

We consider three deployment models in our simulations
which use the architectures explained in Section V. In the
first model, the factory is served by a local 5G network having
pure local architecture. Communication is facilitated by a 5G
network deployed inside factory premises including the core
network. This setup is depicted in Fig. 16.

In the second model, we assume that the entire factory is
covered by a 5G network deployed by an MNO. We consider
that the MNO is simultaneously serving a total of N such
factories having similar use cases. Each factory having similar
network setup and similar requirements as seen in Fig. 17. The
core network of MNO is located outside the factory. Fig. 18
illustrates the MNO-based model, serving for the use cases of
a given factory.

Without loss of generality, we have assumed that L5GO’s
processing power is 1/N of the possessing power of an MNO.



Fig. 18. Deployment model for MNO serving the factory use cases.

Fig. 19. Hybrid deployment model to serve factory use cases.

It validates the fact that MNO’s resources are equally divided
among N L5GOs serving each factory.

The third model represents the hybrid architecture where
both L5GO and MNO simultaneously contribute to form the
architecture, which is depicted in Fig. 19.

For all pure local, MNO, and hybrid models, we simulate
the entire factory operation comprising all three use cases, i.e.,
AR, massive WSNs, and mobile robots. We assume all three
use cases are simultaneously occurring. All the simulations
are carried out using MATLAB [26] and the latency results
are averaged over 100 iterations. Simulations are carried out
for a single-day period of factory operation. To model a real
factory operation, we assumed the frequency of occurrence of
each use case during a simulation period. If the use cases are
served by L5GO, then there is no external traffic from other
factories on the core NFs but in the case of MNO, the NFs are
loaded with the traffic from other N−1 factories. In the hybrid
architecture, only the NFs located at MNO are subjected to
external traffic. Since we have a slice-based architecture for
each use case, the traffic of one use case is not interfered by
the traffic of other two use cases.

The average latency of the system comprising all use cases
can be expressed as follows:

Lavg = Ltot

Ptot
(1)

where Ltot is the aggregated latency of all packets and Ptot
is the count of all data packets transferred during a day. For
a factory having AR, massive WSNs, and mobile robots use
cases, Ltot can be expressed as

Ltot = LAR + LS + LR (2)

where LAR is the aggregated latency of all AR packets, LS is
the aggregated latency of all sensor network packets, and LR

is the aggregated latency of all packets from robots during a
day. Ptot can be expressed as

Ptot = PAR + PS + PR (3)

where PAR is AR data packet count, PS is sensor data packet
count, and PR is data packet count from robots, during a day.

Simulations for each use case are described below along
with the respective formulas for latency. For the AR use case,
we derive all the formulas and extend those formulas to other
two use cases.

1) Augmented Reality: For the AR use case, we assume the
properties of an AR device to decide the parameters of the
video stream. We take the resolution of AR device screen as
400 × 240 with a frame rate of 20 frames/s. We take that
the AR device captures 8-bit color video. We assume that
the video transmission is uncompressed due to the process-
ing power limitations at the AR device. We take the average
duration of video is 10 s for the simulation purpose, even
though it may be longer in reality. The device registers with
the network as soon as it turned on each day and we assume
this happens only once a day. Whenever there is a need to use
the AR device by a factory worker, it establishes a data con-
nection with the server and then transfers data. The number of
such data transfers is decided based on the frequency of AR
sessions per day.

Mathematical expression for the aggregated AR latency LAR
will be

LAR = Lreg + Nses .(Lses + Ldat) (4)

where Lreg is the aggregated latency of registration process,
Lses is the aggregated latency of one session establishment, and
Ldat is the aggregated latency of one data transfer process. Nses
is the average number of AR sessions per day. Lreg, Lses, and
Ldat are latency components belong to AR communications.
Those latency components include the latency of 5G AN, gNB,
access router, backhaul, core router, and NF processing delay.
Therefore, Lreg for L5GO can be expressed as follows:

Lreg_lo = k1 .Tacc + k2 .Tgnb + k3 .Trouter_acc

+ k4 .Tback_lo + k5 .Trouter_lo + k6 .TNF_lo (5)

where Tacc is the mean delay from AR device to AN, Tgnb
is the mean delay at gNB due to processing and queuing,
Trouter_acc is the mean queuing delay at the access router,
Tback_lo is the delay of the backhaul network from the access
router to the core router, Trouter_lo, is the mean delay at the
L5GO’s core router, and TNF_lo is the mean NF processing
delay of L5GO. k1, k2, k3, k4, k5, and k6 are the number
of times where the registration message passes through each
respective element.

Average queuing delay of elements, such as routers, can be
expressed with their packet arrival rate and service rate. We
model the router queues as M/M/1 queues and the average
delay at any router Trouter_xx can be expressed as

Trouter_xx = 1

μ − λ
(6)



where λ being the arrival rate while μ being the service rate.
Since we compare the performance of the pure local, MNO,

and hybrid architectures, first three terms of (5) are common
and can be considered as a constant kreg. Therefore, (5) can
be rewritten as

Lreg_lo = kreg + k4 .Tback_lo + k5 .Trouter_lo + k6 .TNF_lo. (7)

Similarly, we can write the expressions for Lses_lo and Ldat_lo
and finally, the aggregated latency LAR for L5GO can be
expressed as

LAR_lo = aAR + a1 .Tback_lo + a2 .Trouter_lo + a3 .TNF_lo (8)

where aAR, a1, a2, and a3 are constants applicable for M = 0.
These constants are taken to represent the entire AR commu-
nication in one day, therefore, Nses is also integrated into these
constants.

For MNO, (8) can be used with minor modifications as in

LAR_mno = aAR + a1 .Tback_mno

+ a2 .Trouter_mno + a3 .TNF_mno. (9)

For the hybrid architecture, both L5GO and MNO cores are
involved and the latency of AR use case can be expressed as

LAR_hybrid = aAR + a11 .Tback_lo + a12 .Tback_mno

+ a21 .Trouter_lo + a22 .Trouter_mno

+ a31 .TNF_lo + a32 .TNF_mno (10)

where a11, a12, a21, a22, a31, and a32 being the number of
times where different messages are processed at respective
element. When M = 0, (10) simplifies to (9) and when M =
Mmax (10) simplifies to (8).

aAR is constant for AR use case for all architectures while
aij values depend two factors: 1) the number of NFs hosted at
L5GO (M) and 2) which NFs are hosted for that M. Therefore,
deriving a direct relationship between LAR_hybrid and M is not
possible and the latency results should be taken using the
simulations for each M.

We can express Tback_mno using the distance to the core
network Dback_mno as follows:

Tback_mno = a .Dback_mno (11)

where a is a constant representing per km latency over fiber
backhaul channel.

To achieve the given E2E AR latency defined in
Section III-A, for a known M, we can identify Dback_mno in a
hybrid architecture using (10) and (11).

2) Massive Wireless Sensor Networks: For sensor network
communications, we assume that the sensors are working
24 × 7 and device registration to the network is already com-
pleted. Whenever there is a need to transfer sensor data and
take appropriate action, the message flow occurs according to
Fig. 10. It includes three session establishments and three data
transfers between different entities.

Similar to the AR use case, we can derive expressions for
LS_lo, LS_mno, and LS_hybrid as follows:

LS_lo = bS + b1 .Tback_lo + b2 .Trouter_lo + b3 .TNF_lo (12)

LS_mno = bS + b1 .Tback_mno + b2 .Trouter_mno

+ b3 .TNF_mno (13)

LS_hybrid = bS + b11 .Tback_lo + b12 .Tback_mno

+ b21 .Trouter_lo + b22 .Trouter_mno

+ b31 .TNF_lo + b32 .TNF_mno (14)

where bS is constant for massive WSN use case for all archi-
tectures while bij values have the similar interpretation as in
AR use case. For a given M, to identify Dback_mno satisfying
a given latency in any event of sensor networks use case, (11)
can be used with (14), similar to the way, it is used in the AR
use case.

3) Mobile Robots: For the mobile robot simulations, we
consider the devices are switched on at the beginning of each
day making device registration process mandatory for each
robot. Session establishments and data transfer processes occur
based on the frequency of robot usage. Handovers due to the
mobility of robots are also simulated with a given frequency.

Similar to the AR and sensor network use cases, we can
express LR_lo, LR_mno, and LR_hybrid for mobile robots use case
as follows. Here, latency due to handover is also included in
these formulas

LR_lo = cR + c1 .Tback_lo + c2 .Trouter_lo + c3 .TNF_lo

(15)

LR_mno = cR + c1 .Tback_mno + c2 .Trouter_mno

+ c3 .TNF_mno (16)

LR_hybrid = cR + c11 .Tback_lo + c12 .Tback_mno

+ c21 .Trouter_lo + c22 .Trouter_mno

+ c31 .TNF_lo + c32 .TNF_mno (17)

where cR is constant for mobile robots use case for all archi-
tectures while cij values have the similar interpretation as in
previous use cases.

Table II outlines the general simulation parameters. The
latency of AN is based on the 3GPP study on next-generation
access technologies [27] and we assume that ANs of both
MNO and L5GO have similar properties. We take backhaul
as a fiber connection and the latency parameters are selected
based on a study of 5G backhaul challenges [28]. We assume
that the gNB supports packet forwarding at 1 Gb/s which pro-
vides a service time of 0.5 s. Similarly, we consider the access
router has 1 Gb/s interfaces while core routers having 10 Gb/s
interfaces, providing 0.05 ms of service time. This approach
is motivated by [29]. For the service time of NFs, we assume
that the operations require a certain number of CPU cycles [30]
and the computing capacity at each NF is designed to handle
the loads proportionally. Therefore, we take them as 1 ms for
L5GO and 0.1 ms for MNO. The same concept is used for
taking the processing delay of servers. For each experiment,
we measure the E2E latency of the communications.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the simulation results for pure
local deployment, MNO deployment and hybrid architecture
deployments. First we consider each use case separately and
analyze the latency. This is possible because each use case is
served by a different network slice. Under the hybrid architec-
ture, the performance of four algorithms are discussed while
varying M from 0 to Mmax. We keep the distance to the core



TABLE II
GENERAL SIMULATION PARAMETERS

network constant at 250 km and identify the best algorithm to
be used to deploy NFs. We also consider an average latency
for a factory comprising all three use cases. Second, we use
the best algorithm selected at the first step, vary the distance
to core network and identify at which core network distance
each event of the use cases can be satisfied. Finally, we for-
mulate a relationship between the number of NFs needed to
deploy locally with respect to the MNO core network distance
so that the required latencies are satisfied.

A. Analysis for Fixed MNO Distance

1) Augmented Reality: The simulation result for the aver-
age latency of pure local architecture is 4.77 ms and for
MNO-based architecture, it is 29.29 ms. This means that the
pure local architecture can satisfy the required one way E2E
latency of 10 ms [7]. For the hybrid architectures, the aver-
age latency will vary based on which NFs are deployed at the
L5GO. Different algorithms will provide different set of NFs
to be deployed at L5GO, therefore the average latency of the
architecture derived from different algorithms may vary even
for the same M.

a) FCFS algorithm: To identify the NF which is needed
first, it is fair to assume that the device registrations occur
before the session establishments and data transfers in daily
factory operations. Therefore, under this algorithm, NFs
needed for device registration will be deployed at the L5GO’s

TABLE III
NFS DEPLOYED AT L5GO UNDER THE FCFS ALGORITHM

Fig. 20. Average AR packet latency under the FCFS algorithm.

core network first. Table III outlines the NFs which will be
implemented at L5GO under this algorithm for each M.

The average latency of AR packets under the FCFS algo-
rithm is depicted in Fig. 20 with 95% confidence intervals. The
latency of the pure local architecture and the latency of MNO
architecture are also depicted in Fig. 20 for reference. It is
clearly observed that when M = 0, the latency of hybrid archi-
tecture approaches MNO latency while M = Mmax, the hybrid
architecture takes the latency of the pure local architecture.

The key observation is, for certain M values, the latency
is even higher than MNO latency. Reason for this can be
explained as follows. If two NFs have number of message
transfers between them, then locating one of those functions
at L5GO and the other function at MNO will increase the
latency because every time when these NFs wants to communi-
cate, the backhaul connection is used. In the message sequence
diagrams, we observed that there are number of interactions
between AMF and SMF. Since AMF is the first NF to be
deployed at L5GO, until SMF is deployed at M = 5, latency
is higher than MNO latency. Second observation is that there
is no significant latency reduction until UPF is deployed at
L5GO. This is due to the fact that, UPF is the most utilized
NF in AR communications which is used for data transfers
(user plane data) and it has comparatively less interactions
with other NFs during the data transfer. Overall, the architec-
ture derived from the FCFS algorithm does not provide better
latency results until M = 6.

b) MCNF algorithm: In the factory communications,
certain NFs are used more frequently than the others.
MCNF algorithm utilizes this fact to deploy NFs. Most com-
mon NFs are decided after considering all three use case



TABLE IV
NFS DEPLOYED AT L5GO UNDER THE MCNF ALGORITHM

Fig. 21. Average AR packet latency under the MCNF algorithm.

TABLE V
NFS DEPLOYED AT L5GO UNDER OPBP

communications. Table IV outlines the order which the NFs
are assigned under each M.

The average latency of AR packets is depicted in Fig. 21
along with the MNO and L5GO latency. Significant reduction
in latency is observed when UPF is deployed at L5GO for M =
3, the same observation with UPF under the FCFS algorithm.

c) Operator policy-based placement: Allocation of NFs
for OPBP under each M is listed in Table V. The basis for
this was described in Section V-C3.

Average AR latency under OPBP is depicted in Fig. 22. As
expected, a significant improvement in latency is achieved at
M = 1 by deploying UPF by L5GO. After that, latency has
no specific pattern because the main focus of this algorithm
is not to achieve minimum latency, but to follow the policy.

d) Predictive placement algorithm: The PP algorithm
utilizes available information on NF usage of the factory use
cases and tries to minimize the latency with minimum M.
Simulation results of FCFS, MCNF, and OPBP algorithms
showed that deploying UPF at L5GO contributes to significant
reductions of latency. Next two NFs should be AMF and SMF
because they are the next most used NFs in these communica-
tions. The rest of the functions will be UDM, PCF, and AUSF,

Fig. 22. Average AR packet latency under the OPBP algorithm.

TABLE VI
NFS DEPLOYED AT L5GO UNDER THE PP ALGORITHM

Fig. 23. Average AR packet latency under the PP algorithm.

respectively. Table VI shows the order of NFs deployed at
L5GO with respect to M. Generic algorithm used in obtaining
the order of NFs is explained in Section V-C4.

Average latency results of the AR use case under the
predictive algorithm is depicted in Fig. 23. As expected, a
significant improvement in latency is achieved at M = 1 by
deploying UPF at L5GO. The next improvement is observed
when both AMF and SMF are at L5GO when M = 3. Finally,
it approaches pure local architecture latency when M = Mmax.

Latency performance of hybrid architectures obtained using
all the algorithms for AR use case is shown in Fig. 24. Since
AR use case has significant data transfers in user plane, latency
is heavily reduced once UPF is deployed locally. It is clear that
the PP algorithm derives the architecture which provides the
best performance for AR use case with respect to latency.



Fig. 24. Average packet latency of the AR use case.

Fig. 25. Average packet latency of sensor networks use case.

2) Massive Wireless Sensor Networks: Simulation results
for the massive WSNs use case under all algorithms are
depicted in Fig. 25 with 95% confidence intervals. As we can
see, FCFS algorithm provides higher latency than MNO until
M = 4. In the sensor networks use case, there are multiple
session establishments and SMF is heavily involved in these
session establishments with terminal devices. Under the FCFS
algorithm, SMF is deployed locally at M = 5, therefore a sig-
nificant reduction in latency is observed for M = 5. Under
the MCNF algorithm, even though SMF gets deployed locally
first, it makes AMF and SMF being deployed in two locations.
This results of an increase in latency due to the communica-
tions between AMF and SMF. Therefore, latency is higher than
MNO with M = 1. Since the most used NFs (SMF, AMF,
and UPF) are deployed locally at M = 3 onward, latency
gets significantly lower. In general, predictive algorithm pro-
vides better latency with minimum M in this use case also,
because deploying UPF locally at M = 1 will help low-latency
data transfers, similar to the behavior of MCNF from M = 3
onward.

There is a significant difference in latency curves between
AR use case and sensor networks use case. In the AR use
case, UPF is heavily used because of the high data trans-
fers. Therefore, deploying UPF locally contributes to a drastic
decrease in latency as the data stream does not use the

Fig. 26. Average packet latency of mobile robots use case.

backhaul network to MNO. However, for sensor networks, a
data transfer happens only after a session establishment pro-
cess. There is no specific NF which has a significantly higher
usage than the other. Therefore, drastic reductions are not
observed.

3) Mobile Robots: For the mobile robots use case, simula-
tion results for the architectures derived from all the algorithms
are depicted in Fig. 26 with 95% confidence intervals. Results
show that the FCFS algorithm provides the worst performance
and policy-based placement gives slightly better performance
than FCFS. Mobile robot communications include a number
of handovers. Because of this additional handover procedure,
AMF and SMF are utilized heavily than the other use cases.
Under FCFS, AMF is deployed locally at M = 5, therefore
latency starts to reduce at M = 5. Under the policy-based
algorithm, both AMF and SMF are deployed last therefore
it does not provide low-latency performance until M = 6.
MCNF algorithm provides comparatively better performance
for M = 3 and beyond. Under the MCNF algorithm, AMF,
SMF, and UPF are deployed when M = 3 and most of the mes-
sage transfers happen between L5GO’s core network and the
factory. A slightly better performance is seen when predictive
algorithm is used. In general, mobile robots use case needs
AMF, SMF, and UPF to be deployed locally to achieve better
latency performance.

The behavior of latency for mobile robots use case differs
from both AR and sensor networks use cases because of the
way each NF is used for the communication. A heavy usage of
UPF is not seen in mobile robots use case like in the AR use
case. Also, deploying one NF locally does not result in better
performance as seen in sensor networks use case. However,
when the number of NFs deployed locally is three, far better
performance is seen under MCNF and PP algorithms.

4) Average for All Three Use Cases: Considering a fac-
tory environment having all three use cases, the average
packet latency can be calculated using (1) and the results are
illustrated in Fig. 27 with 95% confidence intervals.

Considering the latency results of each use case and the
average of all three use cases depicted in Fig. 27, in gen-
eral, we can take the architecture derived from the predictive
algorithm as the best architecture to serve the factory. For the



Fig. 27. Average packet latency combining all three use cases.

Fig. 28. Average packet latency of AR use case under the PP algorithm.

remaining analysis, we consider only the architectures derived
using the PP algorithm.

B. Latency With Respect to MNO Distance

1) Augmented Reality: So, far we have considered a fixed
250 km as the distance to the MNO core network. However in
reality, the core network distance (d) could differ. Therefore,
we take several values for d and observe how the deployment
of NFs in a hybrid architecture affects the latency performance
of these industry 4.0 use cases. We keep d at 50, 100, 250, and
500 km, and observe how many NFs that a hybrid operator
should deploy locally to cater to the requirements. We consider
only the PP algorithm for this analysis as it is the most efficient
algorithm to achieve low-latency.

The latency requirements of each use case were highlighted
in Section III and we use those values for the analysis. As an
example E2E latency of AR packets should be 10 ms. Results
of the analysis for AR use case is depicted in Fig. 28 alongside
with the required AR latency.

We can see that if the core network of MNO is at 50 km,
MNO itself can satisfy the required AR E2E latency (10 ms).
However, if the core network is at 100 km, MNO cannot sat-
isfy the requirement but a hybrid operator with UPF deployed
locally would be able to serve. Since AR communication

Fig. 29. Average packet latency of massive WSNs use case under the PP
algorithm.

utilizes UPF heavily than other NFs due to its high data trans-
fer needs, deploying UPF locally would be enough to satisfy
the required AR E2E latency as seen in d = 250 km and
d = 500 km curves.

2) Massive Wireless Sensor Networks: The same analysis
was carried out for massive WSNs use case and the results
are depicted in Fig. 29. The latency requirement of sensor
network use case was highlighted in Section III-B. For the
event-based monitoring, the requirement is between 50 ms and
1 s, therefore we consider the mean 525 ms. For condition
monitoring for safety, the requirement is between 5 and 10 ms
therefore we take it as 7.5 ms, again using the mean.

It is seen from the results that for interval and event-based
requirements can be catered by MNO whereas the latency
requirement of condition monitoring for safety cannot be
catered even by L5GO. This is because of the number of
session establishments and data transfers involved in the sen-
sor networks communications. One solution to further reduce
the latency is to keep the sessions established at all times
between the terminal devices, such as sensors and servers.
However, additional concerns like energy consumption will
arise with continuous session establishments. Therefore, keep-
ing the sessions established only for critical sensors is a
possible solution.

3) Mobile Robots: We take the required latencies for each
event in mobile robots based on Section III-C, 30 ms for coop-
erative driving of robots and 55 ms for video operated remote
control.

Fig. 30 depicts the latency performance of each event under
mobile robots use case. For cooperative driving, when d is
100 km or less, MNO can satisfy the latency requirement,
but when the core network is at 150 km it needs at least 1
NF deployed locally to meet the latency requirements. When
d is 200 km and beyond, it needs at least three NFs. Similar
analysis is possible for remote control of robots. Results reveal
that when d is high, it needs more NFs deployed locally to
satisfy the required latency.

Fig. 31 summarizes the results of the analysis by represent-
ing how many NFs are needed locally for each MNO distance
so that it can cater to each event of the use cases. In this case,



Fig. 30. Average packet latency of mobile robots use case under the PP
algorithm.

Fig. 31. Number of NFs needed with respect to d.

we vary d from 50 to 500 km in 50 km intervals to obtain
better results. In general, when the distance is increasing more
NFs need to be deployed locally and it depends on the nature
of the use case communications.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The novel concept of local 5G operator enables a versa-
tile set of stakeholders to operate 5G networks within their
premises with a guaranteed quality and reliability to comple-
ment traditional MNO offerings. In this article, we analyzed
the feasibility and performance advantage of using local 5G
operators instead of a traditional MNO in a smart factory
environment which supports industry 4.0 standards.

We proposed two architecture options called the pure local
architecture and the hybrid architecture based on 5G standards
which are customized for factory environment. The architectures
were discussed in terms of 5G core NFs and the number of core
NFs that are deployed locally instead of deploying them at MNO
core network. To realize the conceptual design, we conducted
several experiments for an AR, massive WSNs and mobile
robots use cases which will be heavily used in future factories.

The experiments revealed that a local 5G network estab-
lished within the factory premises can provide low E2E latency

for each use case compared to an MNO provided 5G network,
where the core network is located outside the factory premises.
The E2E latency of the communication exhibits a significant
increase over the distance between the core network and the
factory. In a hybrid architecture where both local 5G opera-
tor and MNO collaboratively establish the core network, the
decision on which NFs to be deployed locally depends on the
nature of the use case(s). The most efficient way to achieve
low-latency with minimal NFs deployed locally is to analyze
the past usage data and decide the NFs, as done in the PP
algorithm. When the collaborating MNO is located close to the
factory environment, a given latency can be achieved with few
NFs. When the distance to the MNO core network is increas-
ing, more NFs need to be deployed locally to achieve the
same latency. In a pure local 5G operator served factory, the
data stream stays within the factory premises because the core
network is located inside a confined environment. This ensures
improved secure communication between terminal devices and
the servers.

In the future, we consider more NF placement algorithms to
derive better hybrid architecture options. Moreover, we con-
sider the analysis of power profile and management of IoT
devices under the use cases served by different architectures.
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